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(Spirit helper speaking: ) Key power indeed is upped, for the forces of satan have regrouped and formed new bands 

of the fiercest war hordes. It’s not very often that they attempt to yield to orderliness and even the semblance of 

unity to charge into battle together. But they do know the strength in unity and thus have purged their ranks of 

those who would not stoop to the vile level of unity between wicked ones.  

They hate the concept of being united, for it levels out the ranks; the troops are more like one team, neither above 

the other, and this is most utterly despicable for them. But they are using the tactics of their enemies, God’s 

people,  to fight the Lord and His people—attempting to use God’s tactics to fight Him. 

“It’s time for unity” the wicked one calls, and all who will not fall in line are dumped in the heap of the unusables. 

But why are they stooping—to them it is stooping—to use some of God’s own ways? To do the very thing they 

most applaud—to cast aside each one of God’s fighters from being truly united. They are trying to cause as much 

disunity in the ranks of God’s fighters on earth and in the realm of the unseen. 

The enemy does not mind if God’s troops are bunched up here and there in physical groups. That is a hot bed for 

strife to grow and differences can be sown and thus evil disunity can disarm these troops of God. But what the 

enemy most fears, what is a real terror for this evil imp of disaster, is when even two or three are really one—one 

with the Lord, and one with each other; when each one really would give their life for a brother or sister, and they 

are so in tune with My Spirit that they are seeing the same things, learning the same lessons, and are in step with 

Jesus at the same pace and level together. That sends fearsome thunderous shudders and vibrations throughout 

the realm of the nether land. Even the sound that two pairs of feet make when they are walking in step with Jesus, 

is enough to send 10,000 to flight (as the scripture says). 

So satan and his minions are trying to learn to walk in step, but they are making a clumsy job of it and are 

constantly stepping on each others toes and jabbing one another with their rudimentary weapons of the nether 

world. This then causes more and more anger to build up in their woeful ranks. But it’s what they are called on to 

do, or out they go.  

See how powerful is the uniting of the feet of the workers of God? Even satan fears it and tries to imitate it so that 

they can make bigger and worse wins for the dark kingdom.  

But the people who do know their God will be strong and will do exploits.  

And to be strong you have to be united and in unity, in step with your Lord and commander, and with those who 

He has put in charge of you, who watch your back and bring you through. But being one with a team mate and 

comrade, by hearing the same calls and taking quick action together, you will be a strong foe to the disrupter of 

unity who is trying to single you all out and knock you flat. Team up, and soon you will all go up, and what a great, 

grand and tremendous feast and time of rejoicing will be yours. 

If you are lagging behind some others who are leading the charge into dark and demon filled territory, who are 

going there to bring the terror to the wicked ones by bringing God’s light there, well, step up the pace (as in do 

more for Jesus then you did before), pick up the same weapons they are using, and soon you will be in step and 

working and fighting along someone side by side, and more, so much more will be done, because so many more of 

the dark ones will be forced to retreat. Even just seeing two happy faces facing them down is enough to do some 

serious damage. Step up, pick up, and give up what is holding you back.  

ISA.41:13 For I the LORD thy God will hold thy right hand, saying unto thee, Fear not; I will help thee. 

1CH.19:13 Be of good courage, and let us behave ourselves valiantly for our people, and for the cities of our 
God: and let the LORD do that which is good in his sight. 

 


